
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 

Decorations & Items to Hire  
   for your wedding  
    at The Normans. 

 
 

  



 
 
We’ve carefully chosen and designed a range of unique decorations to  

get those extra ‘WOWs’ at your wedding. Many can be used in most parts of The Normans 
 giving you the freedom to create the perfect feel for your day. 

 
I’ve even provided a table of items so you have everything listed on one sheet!   

If you’ve got any questions, want to make an enquiry or you would like to place an order please  
just email me directly at kate@katemell.co.uk 

 
Just one last thing – you DO NOT need to be using us for your wedding flowers in order to hire any of these items 

(but obviously if you do then there is a discount available!) 
 

Have fun browsing, styling & dreaming. 
 
 

 
 



 
 
ARCHWAY 

 
Enter in style through this foliage archway – 
obviously stopping for a fabulous photo 
opportunity first!   
“Here comes the Bride” 
 
There’s plenty of space for two side by side. 
 
Hire with artificial foliage £150.00 
Extra fresh foliage (as pictured) + £100.00  
Fresh Flowers + £300.00 

 
 
FLORAL BALL 
 
The ceremony barn’s roof is like that of a 
huge rustic cathedral, so we’ve designed 
this metre-wide ball of artificial foliage to 
add a WOW to the ceiling space.  It looks 
AMAZING! 
 
1.0m diameter 
 
Hire £80.00 
Extra fresh flowers £220.00 

 
 
OLIVE TREE 

 
Creating an evocative Italian feeling for the 
entrance to your journey down the aisle (at 
certain times of year you might even get 
olives!). 
 
1.8m 
 
Hire £60.00  
Incudes the zinc container & hessian  
or moss. 

 
 

WOOD FRAMED LANTERN 
 
If you fancy a lantern that looks the part in 
any area at The Normans - look no further. 
They’re a perfect size to line the aisle or on 
top of the barrels surrounded with a foliage 
ring. 
 
21x50cm (excluding handle 
 
Hire £18.00.  
Includes ivory pillar candles. 

 



 
 
BALCONY GARLAND 

 
Softening the balcony in the Ceremony 
Barn, this artificial eucalyptus garland looks 
fabulous and adds another decorative 
dimension. 
 
 
 
Hire with artificial foliage £150 
Extra fresh foliage (as pictured) + £160.00  
Fresh Flowers + £390 
 

 
 
MOSS HEART 
 
It would be difficult to find anything as cute 
as these moss hearts; they’re almost made 
for this earthy rustic venue.  Less is more 
though – every other row down the aisle is 
plenty. 
Lovely hanging in the Cow Stalls too. 
 
26cm x 16cm 
 
Hire £3.00 each 
 
 
FOLIAGE RING 

 
Designed specifically ring of realistic 
artificial foliage for the top of the barrels - 
made to fit perfectly around our wooden 
lanterns.  For winter weddings they also 
look amazing on the Grain Shed doors. 
 
60cm diameter 
Hire (as pictured) £55.00  

         Extra fresh foliage + £30.00 
Fresh Flowers + £60.00 

 
 
BEAM GARLAND 
 
This artificial eucalyptus garland perfectly 
softens the wooden expanse in the Cow 
Stalls and marries with the pendant lighting 
beautifully. 
 
13m 
 
Hire (as pictured) £150.00 
Extra fresh foliage + £160.00 
Fresh flowers + £390.00 



 
 
SELFIE FRAME 
 
This fresh white gypsophilia frame is a  
bit of fun for your guests to take pictures 
with a floral feel! 
 
Here it’s hung in the Cow Stalls but it can be  
used anywhere in the venue.  
 
85cm x 55cm 
 
Hire £75.00 

 
 

MR & MRS/MR & MR/MRS & MRS 
 

Continuing the rustic feel, and an alternative 
to illuminated letters, we’ve created  
these mossy letters. 
The chaise longue in the bar with these on 
the wall is a great photo opportunity. 
(The letters are not free standing). 
 
0.23 x 1.45 x 0.05m 
 
Hire £25.00 

 
 

GRAIN SHED DOORWAY GARLAND 
 
Don’t tell Oliver I call this area the ‘shipping 
container’!  
This artificial eucalyptus garland will soften 
your big entrance! 
 
2.6m 
 
Hire £60.00. 
Extra fresh foliage (as pictured) + £40.00 
Fresh flowers + £120.00 
 
 
GRAIN SHED DISPLAY 
 
Make an entrance! 
 
This huge floral pillar creates a spectacular 
feel for the start of your celebrations. 
 
This item can be situated in  
various places around the venue. 
 
Hire with artificial & fresh foliage £200.00  
Fresh flowers (as pictured) + £150.00 
 



 
 
GANTRY GARLAND 
 
The flagship attraction at The Normans – 
Seeing these gantries dripping with foliage 
will create the second WOW (after the Bride 
obviously) of your celebrations. 
(artificial eucalyptus) 
 
Hire £45.00 per 1.8m/1 table  

        Extra fresh foliage (as pictured) £30.00 per 
 1.8m/1 table 

Fresh flowers + £90.00 per 1.8m/1 table 
 

 
TOP TABLE GARLAND 
 
All eyes on the head table should be on the 
happy couple so a simple natural foliage 
runner along the front (20ft) will dress it 
beautifully.  
 
6.0m (artificial eucalyptus) 
 
Hire (as pictured) £90.00  
Extra fresh foliage + £90.00 
Fresh flowers + £270.00 
 
 
FOLIAGE TABLE RUNNER 
 
This artificial eucalyptus garland is a very 
effective option for the long tables. 
Gorgeous on its own or add candlelight to 
create a romantic feel. 
 
Hire £35.00 per 1.8m/1table 
Extra fresh foliage (as pictured) + £20.00 per 
1.8m/1table 
Fresh flowers + £70 per 1.8m/1table 
Pillar candles £5.50 each 
 
 
GLASS BAUBLES 
 
Add some twinkle to your table décor with 
these fab hanging glass baubles. 
 
Include 8hr burn time tea lights. 
 
Recommend 5 or 6 per table. 
 
 
 
Hire £3.00 each 

 



TABLE OF ITEMS 
 

Item Number available Price (each)   
ARCHWAY (artificial foliage) 1 150.00   
+ Fresh foliage  + 100.00   
+ Fresh flowers  + 300.00   
     
FLORAL BALL (artificial foliage) 2 80.00   
+ Fresh flowers  + 220.00   
     
OLIVE TREE 2 60.00   
     
WOOD FRAMED LANTERNS (with candle) 10 18.00   
     
BALCONY GARLAND (artificial eucalyptus) 1 150.00   
+ Fresh foliage  + 160.00   
+ Fresh flowers  + 390.00   
     
MOSS HEART 20 3.00   
     
FOLIAGE RING (artificial eucalyptus) 2 55.00   
+ Fresh foliage  + 30.00   
+ Fresh flowers  + 60.00   
     
BEAM GARLAND (artificial eucalyptus) 1 150.00   
+ Fresh foliage  + 160.00   
+ Fresh flowers  + 390.00   
     
SELFIE FRAME  1 75.00   
     
MR & MRS/MR & MR/MRS & MRS 1 25.00   
     
GRAIN SHED DOORWAY GARLAND (artificial eucalyptus) 1 60.00   
+ Fresh foliage  + 40.00   
+ Fresh flowers  + 120.00   
     
GRAIN SHED DISPLAY (artificial & fresh foliage) 2 200.00   
+ Fresh flowers  + 150.00   
     
GANTRY GARLAND (artificial eucalyptus)  20 45.00   
+ Fresh foliage  + 30.00   
+ Fresh flowers  + 90.00   
     
TOP TABLE GARLAND (artificial eucalyptus) 1 90.00   
+ Fresh foliage  + 90.00   
+ Fresh flowers  + 270.00   
     
FOLIAGE TABLE RUNNER (artificial eucalyptus) 20 35.00   
+ Fresh foliage  + 20.00   
+ Fresh flowers  + 70.00   
+ Pillar candle 120 5.50   
     
GLASS BAUBLES (with candle) 180 3.00   

 


